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To operate in the extreme cold, ion channels from 
psychrophiles must have evolved structural changes to 
compensate for their thermal environment. A reasonable 
assumption would be that the underlying adaptations lie 
within the encoding genes. Here we show that delayed 
rectifier K+ channel genes from an Antarctic and a 
tropical octopus encode channels that differ at only four 
positions and display very similar behavior when 
expressed in Xenopus oocytes. However, the transcribed 
mRNAs are extensively edited, creating functional 
diversity. One editing site, which recodes an isoleucine to 
a valine in the channel’s pore, greatly accelerates gating 
kinetics by destabilizing the open state. This site is 
extensively edited in both Antarctic and Arctic species, 
but mostly unedited in tropical species. Thus A-to-I RNA 
editing can respond to the physical environment. 

Action potentials, during which the electrical potential across 
a cell membrane rapidly rises and falls, are the nervous 
system�’s basic unit of communication. In 1949 Hodgkin and 
Katz, using the squid giant axon, showed that the action 
potential�’s falling phase has steeper temperature dependence 
than the rising phase and that the membrane�’s return to the 
resting potential is particularly sensitive to temperature (1). 
Accordingly, they hypothesized that ectotherms would be 
forced to regulate the waveform of their action potentials to 
accommodate the thermal environment. As it emerged that 
the rising phase was due to voltage-dependent Na+ channels, 
and the falling phase to voltage-dependent K+ channels (2) 
(3), the early observations suggested that potassium channel 
gating is more temperature sensitive than sodium channel 
gating. This assertion has since been demonstrated (4). These 
observations also suggested that the closing kinetics of 
potassium channels, which determine the rate of return to 
rest, should be especially temperature sensitive, and this has 

also been shown (5). If K+ channel kinetics did not adapt to 
temperature, the cold would make action potentials 
disproportionately broad and severely limit repetitive firing. 
Accordingly, potassium channel kinetics should be a prime 
target for regulation in organisms adapted to the extreme 
cold. This study shows that they are, but by an unsuspected 
mechanism. 

To identify mechanisms of cold adaptation, we compared 
potassium channel orthologs from a tropical and an Antarctic 
octopus. Despite the enormous body of work on squid axons, 
we chose octopus as a comparative model because individuals  
generally have small home ranges, and species inhabit widely 
different thermal environments, from the poles to the equator. 
The Antarctic octopus was a Pareledone sp., which was 
collected from McMurdo Station (6), where the waters, at -
1.8ºC, are in equilibrium with sea ice, and have been so for 
the last 28 to 38 million years (7). For comparison we used 
Octopus vulgaris which we collected from a Puerto Rican 
reef at 30ºC. Over the year, the temperature at this location 
fluctuates between ~25ºC and 35ºC. We sequenced the 
ortholog of the squid delayed rectifier from each species (8). 

Based on conventional natural selection, we hypothesized 
that the channels�’ genes would have evolved mutations to 
help tune them to their respective environments. Suprisingly, 
the primary sequences encoded by the two genes were 
virtually identical, differing at only four positions (fig. S1). 
They also shared 95% identity with the widely studied Loligo 
ortholog, indicating that the basic genetic template for the 
delayed rectifier is remarkably similar in coleoid 
cephalopods. To test whether the four differences affected 
function, each channel was expressed in Xenopus oocytes and 
characterized electrophysiologically at 2, 15 and 25°C. 
Experiments focused on opening and closing kinetics, which 
are the most temperature sensitive properties, but also on the 
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voltage dependence of opening and the rate of inactivation. 
Functionally, the two channels were virtually identical (Fig. 
1A and table S1). As with the squid delayed rectifier, they 
opened rapidly in response to depolarization and exhibited a 
steep voltage-dependence between -20 mV and 20 mV. Upon 
repolarization, they closed quickly, following a simple 
exponential time course. When held at a constant 
depolarizing potential, both channels inactivated slowly, over 
the course of several seconds. There were some subtle 
differences. Antarctic channels opened slightly faster (Fig. 
1A), but this difference was only significant at potentials near 
the threshold for activation. The steepness factor (Z) of their 
steady-state voltage dependence was also slightly smaller 
(table S1). Overall though, in spite of their drastically 
different environments, the genomically encoded channels 
displayed essentially the same behavior. At their respective 
native temperatures, Antarctic channels would open about 14 
times slower, and close about 60 times slower, than tropical 
channels (see Q10�’s in table S1). Either the Antarctic octopus 
barely compensates for the cold, or post-transcriptional 
mechanisms are important. 

Adenosine deamination, the most common form of RNA 
editing, is carried out by a family of enzymes known as 
ADARs (Adenosine Deaminases that Act on RNA). ADARs 
convert adenosine (A) to inosine (I) (9). Because inosine is 
read as guanosine by the translational machinery, codons in 
mRNAs can change (10). A to I editing is common in the 
nervous system, having been identified in mRNAs encoding 
ion channels and receptors (11-13). Extensive editing by this 
mechanism has been described in squid, where it modifies 
diverse mRNAs, including the squid delayed rectifier K+ 
channel (14, 15). We compared cDNA sequences to check 
whether the octopus channels were edited as well. Our 
preliminary cloning results showed site specific A/G variation 
in the electropherograms of direct sequences, a hallmark of 
A-to-I RNA editing. To investigate further, we cloned and 
sequenced 50 individual cDNAs from the stellate ganglia of 
each species and then looked for A or G variation that was 
not present in the gene sequence. Each species showed 
extensive editing. For the Antarctic octopus, there were 18 
editing sites, nine of which caused amino acid changes (fig. 
S1). For the tropical octopus, there were 15 editing sites, ten 
of which caused amino acid changes. Of the 12 non-silent 
sites, five were species specific and four of the shared sites 
were edited to significantly different extents (Fig. 2A). Thus 
in these channels greater species diversity is generated by 
RNA editing than by gene mutations. 

Do the RNA edits alter channel function? Four editing 
sites were selected for further study because they were edited 
exclusively, or to a much greater extent, in one species or the 
other; N105G and I321V were considered candidates for cold 
adaptation, while N40S and S54G were considered candidates 

for warm adaptation. N105G is only found in the Antarctic 
channel and N40S is only found in the tropical channel. The 
other two sites showed greater than 50% differences in 
editing, with I321V highly edited in the Antarctic channel and 
S54G highly edited in the tropical channel (Fig 2A). I321V 
lies in the fifth transmembrane span, (S5) within the pore 
domain (Fig. 2B) (16). The rest of the sites are located in the 
T1 domain (Fig. 2B), a region important for tetramerization 
(17, 18). At the genomic level, all of these positions except 
S54G are nearly invariant among Kv1 channels, suggesting 
that they are functionally important. 

To characterize their effects, each of the four edits were 
singly introduced into the unedited channel background 
(genomic) and studied at 15 and 25°C. Three of the four 
editing sites produced clear functional changes to a number of 
channel properties (table S1). The tropical edits, (N40S and 
S54G), had similar effects: both slowed channel opening by 
about 50%, and both increased the rate of inactivation, by 
30% for N40S and by 60% for S54G (fig. S2). These effects 
on gating were somewhat surprising, given that both sites are 
in the cytoplasmic tetramerization domain, thought to be 
physically separate from the membrane-bound voltage sensor 
and pore (16, 19). However, others have reported that the T1 
domain influences function (20, 21). The Antarctic edits also 
altered function. N105G caused subtle changes in activation 
and deactivation kinetics. The most pronounced effect of all, 
however, was due to I321V, which more than doubled the 
rate of closure (Fig. 1B and C) and produced a positive shift 
in the voltage dependence of opening (table S1). This effect 
was dominant, speeding closing when combined with other 
editing sites that mimicked natural editing patterns 
(Supporting Online Material, table S1 and fig. S3). 

Since I321V was highly edited in the Antarctic species and 
dramatically accelerated deactivation kinetics, which underlie 
the action potential�’s afterhyperpolarization, it was a good 
candidate for cold adaptation. This position lies in the S5 
helix, an interface between the voltage sensor and the ion 
conduction pathway (16, 22, 23). At negative voltages, the 
voltage sensor is thought to force the gate shut via contact 
between the S4-S5 linker and the S6 helix. At positive 
potentials, the voltage sensor moves away, allowing the 
channel to open (22, 24, 25). The open state is not stable, 
however, and channels flicker between open and closed 
conformations (26, 27). Because I321V causes the channel to 
close faster and also shifts its voltage sensitivity to more 
positive potentials, we hypothesized that it destabilizes the 
open state. This possibility was examined directly by 
recording single channel events. Representative records for 
both unedited and I321V Antarctic channels show that I321V 
channels close more frequently (Fig. 3A and C). To quantify 
this phenotype, recordings were idealized using an algorithm 
and the durations of open and closed events were determined 
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(28). The average open duration for the unedited Antarctic 
channels was twice that of I321V channels. The durations of 
closed events did not change, suggesting that I321V 
selectively affects the open to closed state transition. This 
idea was reinforced by a simple 5 state model (Fig. 3E and 
F): by doubling the backwards rate constant for the final 
transition, both the macroscopic difference in closing kinetics 
(Fig. 3E and F), and the single channel difference in open 
duration (Fig. 3G and H), could be recapitulated. In 
agreement with experimental data, the model predicts nearly 
identical activation kinetics and open probability for the two 
channels (Fig 3E and F). Thus it appears that once open, 
I321V channels are poised to close rapidly, but the opening 
kinetics and other properties are preserved. In an axon, we 
predict that the major effect of I321V channels would be to 
accelerate the afterhyperpolarization, and thus shorten the 
refractory period, increasing repetitive firing rates. 

If editing of codon I321 is indeed a cold adaptation, then 
we might expect other cold adapted octopuses to make the 
same edit. To test this idea, we collected two Arctic species 
from benthic trawls northwest of the Svalbard archipelago, 
where water temperatures at ~ 0°C were similar to those in 
Antarctica. We also collected two more tropical species, one 
from Puerto Rico and one from a desert lagoon in Baja 
California, and two temperate species from California (Fig. 
4A). Editing levels at I321V, as determined by a primer 
extension assay, correlated very well with the environmental 
temperature where the species were captured (Fig. 4B and C). 
We also quantified all editing sites in the six new species 
using direct sequencing. Although many of the other editing 
sites were edited differentially among the eight species, 
I321V correlated most closely with temperature (table S2). 

In Coleoid Cephalopods, and in other higher metazoans, 
A-to-I RNA editing adds a layer of complexity to the 
proteome. A clear advantage to this strategy is that it allows 
options: different isoforms can be expressed in response to 
different conditions. Exactly how organisms exercise these 
options is largely unknown. Drosophila and rodents use 
editing to fine tune protein function temporally, over the 
course of development (29, 30) and spatially, in different 
brain regions (12). Here we present evidence that RNA 
editing can respond to an external pressure: temperature. 
While still maintaining the basic K+ channel plan, octopus 
can make fast closing versions, and the extent of their 
expression can be graded. A basic question that remains is 
whether octopuses use editing for rapid acclimation or long-
term adaptation. For each possibility, the biochemical 
mechanisms that impart temperature sensitivity to the editing 
process would be different. Others have shown that the RNA 
structures that drive editing evolve and generate species-
specific patterns, suggesting a plausible mechanism for 
adaptation (31). Acclimation could arise from temperature 

sensitive RNA structures, or temperature-dependent 
expression of other factors that control ADAR�’s access to 
specific editing sites. 
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Fig 1. RNA editing, but not gene level differences, change 
channel function. A, Current traces for Antarctic and tropical 
Kv1 genomic channels in response to a voltage step from -80 
mV to +60 mV. Traces have been scaled in order to show the 
near identity in opening and closing kinetics. B, 
Representative current traces focusing on closing kinetics for 
genomic Antarctic and I321V edited channels. Currents were 
activated by a stimulus to +50 mV, but only their decay 
following a return to -80 mV is shown. C, Channel closing 

kinetics over a range of repolarization voltages following an 
activating step to +50 mV. Error bars = s.e.m; n = 16 for 
genomic and 9 for I321V.  = genomic Antarctic and  = 
I321V edited. All data was recorded from voltage clamped 
Xenopus oocytes injected with cRNA for the appropriate 
construct and the temerparature was maintained at 15°C. 

Fig 2. mRNAs encoding octopus Kv1channels are extensively 
edited. A, Editing percentages for the 12 non-silent sites 
found in the Antarctic and tropical octopus Kv1 channels 
calculated by sequencing 50 individual cDNA clones for each 
channel. B, Octopus editing sites occur in different functional 
domains. Homologous positions to those altered by RNA 
editing in octopus Kv1 channels, shown in red, have been 
mapped on the Kv1.2 crystal structure(23). One full subunit of 
the tetramer is shown (blue); for the pore region, all four 
subunits are shown, each in a different color. 

Fig 3. The editing site I321V speeds channel closing kinetics 
by destabilizing the open state. Current traces from cell-
attached patches containing single Antarctic genomic (A) and 
I321V (C) Kv1 channels. Channels opened in response to a 
voltage step from -80 mV to +60 mV. I321V channels close 
more frequently. Overlapping red lines (insets) show 
idealizations of traces as a series of open and closed events. B 
and D, Duration distributions of open events for genomic 
Antarctic and I321V channels. The average duration of open 
events in the genomic channel (3.42 ms) was about twice that 
of I321V channels (1.72 ms). E and F, Simple 5 state models 
for genomic Antarctic and I321V channel gating and 
simulations generated from the models. Doubling the 
backwards rate constant for the final transition recapitulates 
both the macroscopic difference in closing kinetics and the 
single channel behavior (G and H) between genomic and 
I321V channels. Rate constants were assumed to depend 
exponentially on voltage: k = k0e(zFV/RT) where F is the 
Faraday�’s constant, V is voltage, R is the universal gas 
constant, and T is the temperature. For the above models: k1f 
= 700, z = 0.3; k1b = 50, z = 1.6; k2f = 1200, z = 1.8; k2b = 25, z 
= 1.1; k3f = 600, z = 0.8; k3b = 150, z = 1.5; k4f = 3000, z = 
0.02; k4b variable, z = 0.2. A stochastic simulation of 1000 
channels pulsed from -80mV to +60mV and back to -80mV 
showed faster closing with the I321V model. The maximum 
open probability was similar: 0.59 vs. 0.55 for genomic and 
I321V, respectively. Closing rates (single exponential fit, 
overlapping red line) were similar to those obtained from 
room temperature experimental data: 625 and 1250 (s-1) 
simulated kinetics vs. 610 and 1423 (s-1) experimental 
kinetics for genomic and I321V, respectively. For the single 
channel simulations, the average open duration using the 
I321V model was half that for the genomic model. 

Fig 4. The extent of editing at I321V correlates with the water 
temperature where octopus species were captured. A, 
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Collection sites for eight octopus species and the water 
temperatures and habitats at the time of capture. B, 
representative poison primer extension assay showing the 
amount of I321V editing among the eight species. D, I321V 
editing percentages for the eight species, based on poison 
primer extension assays, versus water temperature at capture 
site. Error bars = SEM; n = 4. 
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Materials and Methods 

 
Octopus collection.  Pareledone sp. was collected from waters off McMurdo station, 

Antarctica.  The two Arctic specimens, Bathypolypus arctiucs and Benthoctopus 

piscatorum, were collected from benthic trawls northwest of the Svalbard archipelago, 

Norway, at a depth of approximately 1000 m.  Octopus vulgaris was collected from an 

inshore reef off Luquillo, Puerto Rico.  Octopus defilippi was collected from a tidal pool 

near Rio Grande, Puerto Rico.  Octopus digueti was collected from San Lucas cove, near 

Santa Rosalia, Baja California Sur.  Octopus bimaculata was collected near Bird Rock, 

just off Two Harbors, Catalina Island, California, USA.  Octopus rubescens was collected 

from a reef off Monterey, California, USA.  All specimens were adults.  Specimens were 

dissected immediately after collection; the stellate ganglia were cleaned of connective 

tissue, removed, and preserved in RNA later solution (Ambion, Austin TX) for later RNA 

extraction and cDNA synthesis.  A sample of gill tissue was placed in silica desiccant in 

order to preserve it for later genomic DNA extraction.   

 

Cloning and mapping editing sites.  To isolate the delayed rectifier Kv1 channel from 

octopus, degenerate nested primers (Table S3, primers 1-3) were designed based on an 

alignment of Kv1 sequences from 20 different species, and used to amplify a ~300 bp 

fragment from O. vulgaris and Pareledone sp. cDNA with Phusion DNA polymerase 

(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA).  Non-degenerate primers (Table S3, primers 4-7) 

were then designed based on the sequence of the 300 bp fragment and were used to 

amplify the 5’ and 3’ ends using a RACE protocol (Clontech Smart RACE kit, Mountain 

View, CA). These primers also worked for O. digueti,.  Full-length cDNA’s were then 



isolated using primers, based on the RACE sequences, from the 5’ start codon and just 

downstream from the 3’ stop codon (Table S3, primers 8-13).  50 individual clones of 

full-length Kv1 cDNAs were sequenced for each species.  Because the position of the 

squid Kv1 gene’s single intron was conserved in octopus, the gene sequence was easily 

amplified using genomic DNA from the same specimens (Table S3, primer 14 with 

species-specific R primer).  The 50 clones and the genomic Kv1 sequence were aligned 

and compared to identify sites of A/G variation.  If a particular position had an A in the 

genomic sequence and a G in at least 3 of the 50 cDNA clones, it was considered an 

editing site.  The sequences of the Kv1 channels for all species used in this study will be 

furnished to Genbank upon acceptance. 

 

Mutagenesis and functional expression.  To characterize the O. vulgaris and 

Pareledone sp. genomic channels, fully unedited clones were selected and prepared for 

expression.  The coding sequence was amplified with primers that added a Kozak 

sequence upstream from the start codon and introduced BglII sites at both ends (Table 

S3, primers 15-17).  Products were cloned and sequenced to confirm that no errors had 

been introduced and then subcloned into pBSTA, a plasmid vector designed to generate 

cRNA for high-level expression in Xenopus oocytes (32).  Single edit constructs were 

generated by subcloning the appropriate fragment from an edited cDNA clone. The 

N105G and I321V single edits were ligated into the Pareledone sp. genomic background, 

while the N40S and S54G single edits were ligated into the O. vulgaris genomic 

background.  The editing combination (PspEP11, OvEP9, and PspEP0) constructs were  

made by a similar approach.  The plasmids were then used as template for RNA synthesis 



(Epicentre mScript mRNA kit, Madison, WI).  36.8 nl of RNA was injected per oocyte. 

RNA concentrations, which varied from 5-100 ng/ul, were titrated in order to maximize 

oocytes expressing from 1-10 µA current.    Oocytes were incubated at 18°C.  

 

Electrophysiology.  Experiments were performed 2 - 3 days post-injection using a cut-

open oocyte vaseline gap voltage clamp setup (33) and chamber temperatures were 

controlled at either 2, 15 or 25°C.  Saponin (0.5% in internal solution) was used to gain 

electrical access to the oocyte’s interior.  The saponin solution was then rinsed away and 

replaced with an internal solution (120 mM K+-methanesulfonic acid (MES), 5 mM 

EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.5).  The external bath solution contained 20 mM K-MES, 

100 mM N-methylglucamine (NMG)-MES, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM 

HEPES (pH 7.5).  The internal voltage electrode (resistance = 0.2 - 0.5 M!) was filled 

with 1 M KCl.  Bridges were filled with 3% agarose in 3M K-MES.  Temperature in the 

external bath was maintained constant with a feedback temperature controller and peltier 

devices, and was independently verified to be within 0.8°C of the target temperature 

before the start of each experiment.  Voltage-clamp protocols were controlled with a 

Dagan Clampator One oocyte clamp.  Analog signals were sampled at 100 kHz and 

filtered at 10 kHz and leak subtraction done with a P/4 protocol.  Resting potential was 

maintained at -80 mV and voltage protocols were as follows: for activation they were -50 

to +80 in 10 mV steps, for; deactivation they were first activated by a pulse to +50mV 

then stepped from -120 to 0 in 10 mV steps, and for inactivation they were - to +50.  

Pulse durations varied depending on the temperature at which experiments were 

conducted.   



 

Data analysis was performed using the Analysis program (kindly provided by F. 

Bezanilla).  Voltage-dependence of conductance, half time of activation (T1/2), rate of 

channel closing, and " of slow inactivation (Table S1) were determined for all edited and 

unedited channels.  The time constant of deactivation was determined by fitting a single 

exponential to the tail currents.  For activation kinetics, the time required for the current 

to reach 1/2 of its maximum amplitude was recorded at each voltage.  From the same 

records, relative conductance was estimated by measuring the peak tail currents produced 

by each test pulse.  Plots of relative conductance vs. voltage were then fit with a two-state 

Boltzmann equation:  I/Imax = (1 + e-ZF(V-V
1/2

)RT)-1 where I/Imax is the normalized tail 

current amplitude, Z is the effective charge or steepness factor,  V1/2 is the voltage of half 

activation, F is the Faraday constant, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the 

temperature.  For inactivation, currents resulting from long duration voltage steps were 

fitted with a single exponential to obtain the time constant. 

 

Single channel recordings were made with cell attached patches.  Oocytes were placed in 

a bath of internal solution (110 mM K+-aspartate, 10 KCl, 2.5 EGTA, 0.5 MgCl2, and 10 

HEPES).  The patch electrode (resistance = 3 – 7 M!) contained an external solution 

(100 mM NMG-MES, 20 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, and 10 HEPES).  Experiments were 

conducted at room temperature (25°C).  Voltage-clamp protocols were controlled using 

an Axopatch 200B patch clamp.  Analog signals were sampled at 14 kHz and filtered at 5 

kHz.  Resting potential was -80 mV. Patches were stepped to various potentials for 200 

ms every 5 s.  Data presented in this paper was derived from steps to +60 mV, however 



results from different potentials were not qualitatively different. To subtract leak and 

capacitive current, traces with no open events were fit with a double exponential, and this 

fit was subtracted from traces which contained single events.   

 

Data analysis of single channel recordings was done with QuB software (QuB, New York 

State University, Buffalo, NY).  Single channel recordings were idealized as a series of 

open and closed events.  The durations of the open and closed events were then binned 

logarithmically and the distributions and average durations determined for each.  

Durations were determined using idealized single channel data from 5-6 patches; in each 

patch, between 10 and 20 200 ms traces were analyzed.  To arrive at a five state model 

for channel activation, the rate constants for the final transition were derived from single 

channel data. The rate constants for all other transitions were based on fits to 

macroscopic data.  Rate constants were then fine-tuned to fit both data sets (28, 34).  The 

I321V and genomic models were then used to simulate both macroscopic currents and 

single channel currents.   

 

Poison primer extension assay.  I321V editing was quantified in eight octopus species 

using a poison primer extension assay which has been described in detail (35).  Briefly, 

the Kv1 channel (full ORF, see Table S3, primers 20-21) was amplified from stellate 

ganglia cDNA and used as a template for the extension assay.  Acyclo TTP was used as a 

terminator.  A 5’ hexachloroflourescein labeled primer was used to initiate extension 

(Table S3, primers 18-19) and bound 11 bp downstream from I321V. Gels were scanned 

using a Typhoon 9200 fluorescence imager using a 532 nm laser and a 555 nm BP20 



filter.  Signals were analyzed using ImageQuant software (Amersham Biosciences, 

Piscataway, New Jersey) and corrected for run through as described (35).  The edited 

extension product was 4 bp larger than the unedited product. 



 

Fig. S1. 

 
Figure S1.  Map of Kv1.1 channels with editing sites for a tropical and an Antarctic 
octopus.  Amino acid sequence alignment for the tropical (Octopus vulgaris) and 
Antarctic (Pareledone sp.) octopus Kv1 channels.  For Pareledone sp. only genomic-level 
amino acid differences are shown.  Codons containing editing sites are highlighted in 
pink. The amino acid changes caused by editing are listed above the edited position.  
Numbers refer to editing sites listed in Figure 2A. 
 



 

Fig. S2 

 
Figure S2. Two tropical editing sites change opening and inactivation kinetics.  A 
and B, representative overlapping current traces for the genomic tropical (Octopus 
vulgaris) and the same channel containing the N40S edit.  Panel A shows traces 
following a voltage step from -80 mV to +60 MV recorded at a fast sampling rate in 
order to compare activation kinetics.  Panel B show traces following a voltage step from  
-80 mV to +50 mV recorded at a slow sampling rate to compare inactivation kinetics.  
Panels C and D are the same as from A and B except with the S54G edit instead of N40S. 
Experiments were conducted at 15°C. Both edits significantly slow opening kinetics and 
speed inactivation kinetics (see also Table S1).   
 



  

Fig. S3 

 
Figure S3. Octopus Kv1 channel mRNA's contain combinations of editing sites.  
Editing site combinations for Pareledone sp. (A) and Octopus vulgaris (B) were 
identified by amplifying the Kv1 channel from stellate ganglia cDNA and sequencing 50 
clones. Shading means that a particular pattern contains that editing site. 
 



 

Table S1. 

 
V1/2 refers to the midpoint voltages for activation determined from fits of the 
conductance-voltage relationship to a Boltzmann function (see methods).  Z refers to the 
steepness factor from the same fits.  T1/2 refers to the time required for half maximal 
current measure at +60 mV.  Deactivation rates were derived from time constants 
measured from single exponential fits to tail currents recorded at -80 mV.  Inactivation 
tau refers to the time constant for a single exponential fit of the inactivating current 
measured at +50 mV.  Multiple edit combinations refer to the most prevalent naturally 
occurring editing patterns (EP) for each species (see Figure S3).  Statistical comparisons 
using a two-tailed t-test were made between the following:  Pareledone sp. and O. 
vulgaris genomic channels, channels with a single editing site and their respective 
genomic background, between Psp EP11 and Psp genomic, between Ov EP9 and Ov 
genomic, and between PspEP0 and PspEP11. 
*P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 
 



 

 

Table S2. 

 
Editing site for Pareledone sp., Octopus vulgaris, and Octopus digueti were identified by 
sequencing 50 cDNA clones.  Editing sites for the other five species were identified by 
directly sequencing PCR products from both stellate ganglia cDNA and genomic DNA.  
Editing percentages were calculated by measuring peak heights on electropherograms.   
*this residue is an isoleucine in Pareledone sp., and a methionine in the other species; 
editing results in valine in both cases 
**this is not an editing site in Pareledone sp.; glycine is the genomically encoded amino 
acid 
 



 

 

Table S3 

 
Oligonucleotide primers used in this study.  Sequences are given following IUPAC code. 
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